




















































































System Rules for Data Handling   
1) If the value stays below 120 this is healthy 
and nothing changes. 
2) If the value goes over 1000 state changes to 
off centre and back (2 sharp intense spikes) 
3) If the value is over 120 for more than 2 
points on x axis, then state changes to off 
centre permanently (sustained spikes) 
4) If value for 2 parts/graphs is over 50 for 
more than 2 points on x axis, then add another 
element which behaves in counterpoint 
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Artefact	2:	“Ship	Crew	Interface”	–	on	board	GUI	interpreting	the	data	using	the	algorithm	
(visual	modality)	
	
	
	
	
Figure	1:	Screen	photograph	of	GUI	prototype	“Ship	Crew	Interface”	
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Figure	2:	Design	sketch	interpreting	the	rules	for	a	graphical	user	interface	
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Artefact	2:	“CodeEye”-	vibrotactile	interface	interpreting	the	data	into	vibration	patterns	
(haptic	modality)	
	
	
	
	
Figure	3:	Mock-up	of	“CodeEye”	showing	location	of	hand	placement	and	vibration	
actuators	
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Exhibition:	“Between	Craft	and	Code”	
	
	
	
	
Figure	4:	Viewers	in	front	of	the	“Ship	Crew	Interface”	by	Simone	Gumtau	at	the	exhibition	
“Between	Craft	and	Code”	2015	
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Figure	5:	“Textile	Data	Wall”	hanging	by	Cassi	Hill	at	the	“Between	Craft	and	Code	
Exhibition”	2015	
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Figure	6:	“CodeEye”	vibrotactile	interface	by	Simone	Gumtau	and	Simon	Kunath	at	the	
“Between	Craft	and	Code”	exhibition	2015	
